
Our Views on Recent OM  by DG (AIR)  
  

       On 22.09.2017, DG AIR issued a derogatory OM dated 21.09.2017 for  “Not 
to entertain representation received from Association of Prasar Bharati/AIR on 
Association  letter head”.  This order is against the law of natural justice 
which our constitution provides us. If Recognition is under Re Verification, it 
does not mean that all voices of employees should be silent. In a country 
where right of expression is a fundamental right such orders are against the 
law of the land. 
  
        Some crazy people who don't even understand the seriousness of the 
issue are celebrating this latest negative OM ,  but they are so foolish to 
realize  that they are also affected by this order as an implication of this order 
their Association also   will not be in a position to write those Novel type 
letters which have been main cause of this action by management. As per our 
information on such a novel type representation few weeks back, DG (AIR) 
asked about the existence of that Association. As usual section gave a 
negative feed back. 
  
    In our opinion such novel type useless letters paved the way for the 
issuance of this letter which snatched right of using the letter head from all 
Associations of AIR & DD. This is the repetition of same sequence of events 
which lead to the issuance of the order placing the Recognition of all 
recognised Associations in abeyance. Ultimately their negative acts are 
proving very costly for the cause of welfare and for the voice of Employees. 
They have become “bhasmasur” of our department 
  
We have a firm belief that having negative intentions in mind nothing positive 
can be achieved. It is better that they learn a lesson that what could be the 
consequences of giving a blank cheque to Management to act against genuine 
interests and welfare of employees. 
  
It is to be noted whatever they are saying is proving false. Earlier they were 
propagating that we will never conduct elections ... Now our election of office 
bearers for the CWC term 2017-19 is being conducted successfully. They 
propagated that Prasar Bharati will not appoint Observer   for our Election ….. 
But Prasar Bharati appointed Observer   for our Election. They tried to stop 
our Elections but failed. They asked Members not to vote, but they failed. 
  
       Their organisation is disintegrating day by day as members are losing 
faith after realizing the Truth…. Majority of Prasar Bharati Employees who 
joined with them promises feeling cheated on false promises. Today all 
Associations are against them and they are becoming route cause of all Anti 
Employees and Anti Welfare work. 
  



        Last week they celebrated a negative clarification. They even claimed the 
credit of 100 FM Stations and made themselves a laughing stock. They have 
become habitual of claiming credit of almost every thing happening whether it 
is damaging or negative. 
  
    We in ARTEE are fully aware about the consequences and will take 
immediate remedial measures in consultation with other Associations who are 
also feeling similar anguish against these miscreants. 
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